UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON

MEDICAL CERTIFICATE—Commercial Airmen

THIS CERTIFIES that I personally examined

Arthur Tien Chin
FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME

ADDRESS 216 N.E. Halsey Ave.
Portland, Oregon
10/22/1913 165 66½ Blk. Brwn. (M)

DATE OF BIRTH WEIGHT HEIGHT HAIR EYES SEX
and subject to the approval of the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, find that he (she) meets the physical requirements prescribed for

SECOND CLASS AIRMEN

DATE OF EXAMINATION: Sept. 20, 1950
By direction of the Administrator:

Arthur T. Chin
AUTHORIZED MEDICAL EXAMINER

CONDITIONS OF ISSUE
This Certificate is to be retained by the holder with his Airmen Certificate unless it is recalled by proper authority, or is voluntarily surrendered.

OPERATION DURING PHYSICAL DEFICIENCY
The holder shall not exercise the privileges of his Airmen Certificate during the period of any known physical deficiency which would render him during that period unable to meet the physical requirements.

LIMITATIONS

Any alteration of this Certificate is punishable by a fine of not exceeding $1,000, or imprisonment not exceeding three years, or both.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON

AIRMAN RATING RECORD NO. 234798

This Rating Record is not valid unless accompanied by the appropriate certificate bearing the above number.

Name ARTHUR SUEY TIN CHIN
Address 216 NORTHEAST HALSEY AVENUE PORTLAND OREGON

RATINGS WITH LIMITATIONS

COMMERCIAL PILOT—AIRPLANE SINGLE-ENGINE LAND INSTRUMENT

By direction of the Administrator:

Robert E. Johnson
(Chief, Certification and Records Section)

JUNE 12, 1947
(Date of issuance)

Any change of address should be endorsed on reverse side hereof but only after written notice has been mailed to the Certificate Section, Civil Aeronautics Administration, Washington, D. C. Any alteration of this form may result in the suspension or revocation of the Certificate to which this form is attached.